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Drop Dead Gorgeous Blair Mallory 2 Linda Howard
Beloved storyteller Fern Michaels, #1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Sisterhood,
Godmothers, and Men of the Sisterhood Series, masterfully blends adventure, redemption, and rich emotion in her
unforgettable novel of healing and hope. Against all odds, Abby Mitchell has turned her life around. But in her crowning
moment of celebration, dark clouds from the past threaten to undo everything she’s worked so hard for . . . For the first
time ever, Abby Mitchell feels that the world is her oyster. Her first book has found a publisher, a daring new surgery is on
the horizon, and there’s a new man in her life, a man who sees beyond any flaws . . . into her heart. Best of all, though, is
that Abby has been reunited with her sister Mallory. Separated as girls after their parents died in a double tragedy, Abby
always dreamed that, one day, they would be together again. But while the two loving sisters make up for lost time,
danger hides in the shadows. Now, Abby and Mallory have planned a sumptuous party—unaware that their gathering will
include an uninvited guest who will do anything to keep the past hidden . . . Praise for Fern Michaels “Michaels’s highly
developed skills as a storyteller are evident in the affable characters [and] suspenseful plot.” —Publishers Weekly on Deep
Harbor
"When a woman is found dead with the same number of stab wounds that veterinarian Leah Carson's ex-husband gave
her, Tennessee Bureau of Investigation agent Alex Morgan suspects that Leah's ex is still alive and targeting
her."--NoveList.
Available digitally for the first time ever, Duncan’s Bride is a classic novel of romantic suspense from New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author Linda Howard It's been seven years since rancher Reese Duncan's first wife left him
high and dry, and he's been trying to rebuild his life ever since. What he needs is a dependable mate—someone
uncomplicated with whom he can start a family and who will help out around the ranch. At first glance, city girl Madelyn
Patterson seems all wrong. But Madelyn isn't after his money or his land. She wants the one thing Reese can't
guarantee—his heart. Featuring an excerpt from TROUBLEMAKER, Linda Howard’s new hardcover novel!
Available digitally for the first time ever, Mackenzie’s Mountain is a classic novel of romantic suspense from New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author Linda Howard Night Wing—the revolutionary test plane with a top secret
weapons system—is Colonel Joe "Breed" Mackenzie's number-one priority—and weapons expert Caroline Evans his
number-one distraction. When someone on the inside sabotages Night Wing, Caroline's late hours and expertise come
under suspicion, forcing Joe to choose between allegiance to his country…and love for his prime suspect. Featuring an
excerpt from TROUBLEMAKER, Linda Howard’s new hardcover novel!
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The Woman Left Behind
Running Wild
Dream Man
Troublemaker
Be Afraid

"Dark, delicious and full of surprises, the Blood Coven series is like vampire candy." -New York Times bestselling author Heather Brewer.
Officially back in the arms of her vampire boyfriend Magnus, Sunny finds she still can't forget the gentle mortal Jayden who once saved her
life. When darkness threatens to steal his humanity, Sunny must make a choice: stay true to her love, or defy him in a desperate attempt to
save Jayden's soul. Meanwhile, the Blood Coven is gearing up for a showdown with a splinter group of Slayer Inc. It's Vampires vs. Slayers
in a showdown that could cost Sunny not only her heart...but also her life.
A "gorgeous, thoughtful, heartbreaking" historical novel, The Cape Doctor is the story of one man’s journey from penniless Irish girl to
one of most celebrated and accomplished figures of his time (Lauren Fox, New York Times bestselling author of Send for Me). Beginning
in Cork, Ireland, the novel recounts Jonathan Mirandus Perry’s journey from daughter to son in order to enter medical school and provide
for family, but Perry soon embraced the new-found freedom of living life as a man. From brilliant medical student in Edinburgh and
London to eligible bachelor and quick-tempered physician in Cape Town, Dr. Perry thrived. When he befriended the aristocratic Cape
Governor, the doctor rose to the pinnacle of society, before the two were publicly accused of a homosexual affair that scandalized the
colonies and nearly cost them their lives. E. J. Levy’s enthralling novel, inspired by the life of Dr. James Miranda Barry, brings this
captivating character vividly alive.
“Linda Howard is a superbly original storyteller.”—Iris Johansen Blair Mallory has already survived one murder attempt. Now, while
planning her wedding and dealing with holiday-season madness, Blair once again dodges a bullet. Or more precisely, a Buick. And though
the driver’s identity remains a mystery, his or her murderous intentions are all too clear. Or are they? After all, Blair’s homicidal exhusband and his partner in crime/wife are safely behind bars. And even Wyatt Bloodsworth, her police detective groom-to-be, isn’t inclined
to believe she’s being targeted again. All of which makes Blair wonder if her close call was simply a mishap. But the wondering stops when
she narrowly cheats death again in another seemingly innocent accident. Two strikes is all it takes to convince Blair that she’s back in
someone’ s crosshairs. And the only thing more frightening is that Wyatt still doubts her. That means this time, no one will be watching
Blair’s back when she sets out to get the drop on her would-be killer–before whoever it is finally drops her.
DON’T LOOK At first, they struggle to escape. Then a torrent of blows rains down upon their bodies until their eyes cloud over in final
agony. The killer shows no remorse—just a twisted need to witness each victim’s last terrified moments. DON’T SPEAK Public defender
Rachel Wainwright is struggling to reopen a decades-old case, convinced that the wrong man is in prison. Homicide detective Deke Morgan
doesn’t want to agree. But if Rachel’s hunch is correct, whoever fatally bludgeoned young, beautiful Annie Dawson thirty years ago could
be the source of a new string of brutal slayings. JUST PREPARE TO DIE Rachel’s investigation is about to reveal answers—but at a price
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she never thought to pay. Now she’s become the target of a rage honed by years of jealousy and madness. And a murderer is ready to show
her just how vicious the truth can be . . .
Number 2 in series
Killing Time
No Way Out
The Men from Battle Ridge
Drop Dead Gorgeous

In Linda Howard’s gifted hands, second chances, unexpected romance, and unrelenting action combine into a riveting new
novel of suspense. In Death Angel, bad girls can wake up and trust their hearts, bad guys can fight for what’s right . . . and
dying just might be the only way to change one’s life. A striking beauty with a taste for diamonds and dangerous men, Drea
Rousseau is more than content to be arm candy for Rafael Salinas, a notorious crime lord who deals with betrayal through
quick and treacherous means: a bullet to the back of the head, a blade across the neck, an incendiary device beneath a car.
Eager to break with Rafael, Drea makes a fateful decision and a desperate move, stealing a mountain of cash from the
malicious killer. After all, an escape needs to be financed. Though Drea runs, Salinas knows she can’t hide–and he
dispatches a cold-blooded assassin in hot pursuit, resulting in a tragic turn of events. Or does it? Left for dead, Drea
miraculously returns to the realm of the living a changed woman. She’s no longer shallow and selfish, no longer steals or
cheats or sells herself short. Both humbled and thrilled with this unexpected second chance, Drea embraces her new life.
But in order to feel safe and sound–and stop nervously looking over her shoulder–she will need to take down those who
marked her for death. Joining forces with the FBI, supplying vital inside information that only she can provide, Drea finds
herself working with the most dangerous man she’s ever known. Yet the closer they get to danger, the more intense their
feelings for each other become, and the more Drea realizes that the cost of her new life may be her life itself–as well as her
heart.
When the human and the vampire worlds collide, there will be hell to pay. Luca Ambrus is a rare breed: vampire from birth,
begotten by vampire parents, blood born. He is also an agent of the Council—the centuries-old cabal that governs
vampirekind, preserving their secrecy and destroying those who betray them. When a cryptic summons leads him to the
scene of the brutal killing of a powerful Council member, Luca begins the hunt for an assassin among his own people. But
instead of a lone killer he discovers a sinister conspiracy of rogue vampires bent on subjugating the mortal world. All that
stands in their way are the conduits, humans able to channel spirit warriors into the physical world to protect mankind.
Chloe Fallon is a conduit—and a target of the vampire assassin who’s killing them. When Luca saves her life, an irresistible
bond of trust—along with more passionate feelings—is forged between them. As more victims fall, Chloe and Luca have
only each other to depend on to save the world from the reign of monsters—and salvage their own future together.
New York Times bestselling author Linda Howard captivates readers in the deeply romantic tale of a contemporary woman
who unravels an extraordinary mystery from the past—by living it. A scholar specializing in ancient manuscripts, Grace St.
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John never imagined that a cache of old documents she discovered was the missing link to a lost Celtic treasure. But as
soon as she deciphers the legend of the Knights of the Templar -- long fabled to hold the key to unlimited power -- Grace
becomes the target of a ruthless killer bent on abusing the coveted force. Determined to stop him, Grace needs the help of
a warrior bound by duty to uphold the Templar's secret for all eternity. But to find him -- and to save herself -- she must go
back in time . . . to fourteenth-century Scotland . . . and to Black Niall, a fierce man of dark fury and raw, unbridled desire.
...
What would make your perfect man? That's the delicious topic heating up the proceedings at a certain table of professional
women at their favourite restaurant. As the conversation picks up momentum, so do the quartet's requirements for Mr
Perfect. And they write down a tongue-in-cheek list that's both funny and racy. The next thing Jaine Bright and her three
girlfriends know, the List becomes an overnight sensation, grabbing the interest of local newspapers and television
coverage. No one expected this avalanche of attention for something that began as a joke among friends. But the joke
turns deadly serious when one of the four is murdered... The prime suspect in the case is the victim's boyfriend, one of a
number of men who found the List sexist and offensive. But an impenetrable alibi gets him off the hook. Now, with the help
of Jaine's neighbour, an unpredictable police detective, the puzzle must be solved - and time is running out as a deadly
stalker targets the three remaining friends, and the dream of Mr Perfect becomes a chilling nightmare.
A Gripping Novel of Suspense
Blood Ties
The Hundred-Foot Journey
Duncan's Bride
Son of the Morning

Clover Moon’s imagination is her best escape from a life of hardship in poverty-stricken
Victorian London. When tragedy plunges her into a world of grief, Clover realizes that
everything she loved about the place she called home is gone. Clover hears of a place she
could run to, but where will she find the courage – and the chance – to break free? And
could leaving her family be just what she needs to find a place that really feels like
home? Introducing a brilliant and brave heroine from the wonderful world of the
bestselling and award-winning Jacqueline Wilson.
A desperate underground war with the survival of millions at stake looms in the
electrifying conclusion of the New York Times bestselling Bishop Files Trilogy. Tasha
Solomon's world turned upside-down when the psychic abilities she had tried so hard to
live with in secret suddenly made her a target stalked by unseen enemies. John Brodie is
by nature, by training, and by instinct a Guardian. He is a member of an intricate and
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secretive network of individuals who have devoted their lives to the deadly struggle of
saving psychics in danger of being taken or being killed. It is a war very few other
people even know exists, and yet its tentacles stretch deeply and dangerously into every
aspect of society. Tasha has abilities not even she is aware of, abilities that the other
side would give virtually all they possess to destroy. And if being hunted like an animal
were not bad enough she has to learn how to become a warrior in a battle she did not
choose, to save people she does not know, and possibly even the very world around her. If
John Brodie can keep her alive long enough.
Paris Sweeny is a moderately successful artist whose popularity is surging. Sweeney loves
her work and is content with life, until she begins to notice odd changes. The changes
are unnoticeable at first, but she can't ignore her dreams - lush, vivid and drenched in
vibrant hues - which are influencing her artwork. And she can't deny her growing
restlessness... Suddenly, impulsively, Sweeney finds herself unable to resist a night of
intense passion with millionaire Richard Worth, estranged husband of her gallery-owner.
But the true dangers of her all-consuming urges are about to be revealed where Sweeney
least expects it: in her paintings. After a creative frenzy she discovers she has painted
a graphic murder scene. And then a shattering, real-life murder mirrors her creation and
puts her at the top of the list of suspects.
Imogen's marriage has hardly been an exciting affair but when her husband dies, she's
alarmed to discover that Edward hadn't been nearly as predictable as she'd always
thought... She's desperate to learn the truth but her best friend, Jude, thinks she
should put the past behind her. Should she throw off her widow's weeds, don some warpaint and join the battle to find a single man who isn't bitter and twisted or still
living with his mother? Imogen isn't sure she's ready for trial by dating agency and
lonely hearts columns. But though everyone keeps telling her that all she needs is time,
could it be that what she really needs is a date?
The Assault on Mount Everest, 1922
Blood Born
Mackenzie's Mission
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Heart of Fire
Cover of Night
A fabulous lost Amazon city once inhabited by women warriors and containing a rare red diamond: it sounded like myth, but
archeologist Jillian Sherwood believed it was real, and she was willing to put up with anything to find it -- even Ben Lewis.
Ruffian, knock-about, and number one river guide in Brazil, Ben was all man -- over six feet of rock-hard muscles that rippled
under his khakis, with lazy blue eyes that taunted her from his tanned face. Jillian watched him come to a fast boil when she
refused to reveal their exact destination upriver in the uncharted rain forests -- and resolved to stand her ground. Neither of
them could foresee what the days ahead promised: an odyssey into the fiery heart of passion and betrayal, and a danger that
would force them to cast their fates together, immersed in the eternal, unsolved mysteries of love....
For breathless action, gripping suspense, and intense romance, bestselling author Linda Howard never misses a beat̶and her
thrilling new novel will have your heart racing. In the charming rural town of Trail Stop, Idaho, accessible to the outside world
by only a single road, young widow Cate Nightingale lives peacefully with her four-year-old twin boys, running a bed-andbreakfast. Though the overnight guests are few and far between̶occasional hunters and lake fishermen̶Cate always
manages to make ends meet with the help of the local jack-of-all-trades, Calvin Harris, who can handle everything from
carpentry to plumbing. But Calvin is not what he seems, and Cate s luck is about to run out. One morning, the B&B s only
guest inexplicably vanishes, leaving behind his personal effects. A few days later Cate is shocked when armed men storm the
house, demanding the mystery man s belongings. Fearing for her children s lives, Cate agrees to cooperate̶until Calvin
saves the day, forcing the intruders to scatter into the surrounding woods. The nightmare, however, is just beginning. Cate,
Calvin, and their entire community find themselves cut off and alone with no means to call for help as the threat gathers
intensity and first blood is drawn. With their fellow residents trapped and the entire town held hostage, Cate and Calvin have
no choice but to take the fight to their enemies under the cover of night. While reticent Cal becomes a fearless protector, Cate
makes the most daring move of her life . . . into the very heart of danger.
In the first novel of this steamy contemporary Western romance series by two blockbuster authors, a cowboy and a woman on
the run take a stand and fight for love. Carlin Reed lives in fear, off the grid, moving from place to place. So Battle Ridge,
Wyoming, a small town in the middle of nowhere, seems like a good place to lie low for a while. But after becoming cook and
housekeeper to cattle rancher Zeke Decker, Carlin suspects that she s made her first mistake. Rugged, sexy, and too
distracting for his own good, Zeke is pure temptation mixed with something deep and primal that makes Carlin feel almost
safe. Soon things are getting way too hot in the kitchen. Zeke doesn t challenge Carlin s terms: cash, dead bolts, and no
questions. It is easy to see that she s a woman in trouble. Problem is, he s so blindsided by his attraction to her he can t
think straight. Zeke tries to stay all business, no complications̶but that game plan is sabotaged the second Carlin gets under
his skin. And when her terrifying past follows her to the ranch, Carlin faces a heartbreaking choice: run away from the man she
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loves, or put him in the crosshairs of a madman.
Follows the life journey of chef Hassan Haji, who progresses from his family's modest restaurant in Mumbai to master haute
cuisine in an elegant Parisian restaurant.
Cover Your Eyes
Blair Mallory books
To Die For
Ice
A Lady of the West

A thrilling, fast-paced novel of romantic suspense from sensational New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Linda Howard. For Morgan Yancy, an operative and team leader in a paramilitary group, nothing comes before his job.
But when he’s ambushed and almost killed, his supervisor is determined to find out who’s after the members of his elite
squad—and why. Due to worries that this unknown enemy will strike again, Morgan is sent to a remote location and told to
lay low and stay vigilant. But between a tempting housemate he’s determined to protect and a deadly threat waiting in
the shadows, keeping under the radar is proving to be his most dangerous mission yet. The part-time police chief of a
small West Virginian mountain town, Isabeau “Bo” Maran finally has her life figured out. She’s got friends, a dog, and a
little money in the bank. Then Morgan Yancy shows up on her doorstep. Bo doesn’t need a mysterious man in her
life—especially a troublemaker as enticing and secretive as Morgan. The harder they fight the intense heat between them,
the closer Morgan and Bo become, even though she knows he’s hiding from something. But discovering the truth could
cost Bo more than she’s willing to give. And when Morgan’s cover is blown, it might just cost her life.
Loyal. Beautiful. Professional. Impeccably organized. Potentially lethal. Sarah Stevens is a woman with many distinct
qualities. First and foremost a butler par excellence, skilled at running large households smoothly and efficiently, she is
also a trained bodyguard and expert marksman–indispensable to her elderly employer, a courtly gentleman whom Sarah
has come to respect and love as a father. Then one night she thwarts a burglary in progress, a courageous act that
rewards Sarah her requisite “fifteen minutes of fame” with the local press. But the exposure is enough to catch the
attention of a tortured soul who, unbeknownst to Sarah, will stop at nothing to have her for himself. Sarah’s perfectly
ordered life is shattered when tragedy strikes: her beloved employer is brutally murdered. The detective investigating the
case, assures Sarah that she is not a suspect. Until lightning strikes twice. There’s a second killing–and this time,
despite a lack of evidence connecting her to the crime, Sarah cannot escape the shadow of guilt. The only option left for
Sarah is to carry on with her life. But she doesn’t realize that a deranged stalker is luring her into an elaborate trap . . .
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one in which she, once ensnared, might never escape. For Sarah soon finds herself at the mercy of a man who will tend
to her every whim, smother her with affection, and crush her in his all-consuming embrace. In a nonstop roller-coaster
ride of unrelenting suspense, Linda Howard has written her most chilling novel yet. Dying to Please is a breathless thriller
of desire and obsession.
Family secrets and murder converge in this captivating and suspenseful romance from New York Times bestselling
author Linda Howard. Some secrets need to be told... Still reeling from her mother's recent death, Karen Whitlaw is
stunned when she receives a package containing a mysterious notebook from her estranged father, whom she has
barely seen since his return from the Vietnam War decades ago. Then, a shocking phone call: Karen's father has been
murdered on the gritty streets of New Orleans. Even if they lead to murder.... For homicide detective Marc Chastain,
something about the case of a murdered homeless man just doesn't add up--especially after he meets the victim's
daughter. Far from the cold woman he expected, Karen Whitlaw is warm and passionate. She is also in serious danger.
A string of "accidents" have shaken Karen to the core, and forced her into the protective embrace of the charming
detective she vowed to resist. Together they unravel a disturbing story of politics, power, and murder—and face a killer
who will stop at nothing to get his hands on her father's secrets.
She was a dead ringer. Now she’s just dead. . . . Blair Mallory lives the good life. She’s pretty, confident, and the owner
of a thriving up-scale fitness center. But in the shadow of success, a troubled member of the club develops a strange
fixation on Blair, imitating her style and dress. Matters take a darker turn when the look-alike is shot dead—and Blair
witnesses the horror. As the media speculates on the tawdry details of the homicide and pushes Blair into the harsh
spotlight, she locks horns with police lieutenant Wyatt Bloodsworth. He wants to lead an investigation without
interference, while Blair is determined to probe the dead woman’s life on her own. But when someone begins to menace
Blair with mounting threats, Wyatt takes notice: Was this murder indeed a lethal case of mistaken identity–and was Blair
the intended victim?
Mr Perfect
Drop dead gorgeous. B-2
Final Shadows
Death Angel
I'll Never Let You Go
On holiday leave from the service, Gabriel McQueen is sent into a brewing ice storm to make
sure that his father’s distant neighbor, Lolly Helton, who has fallen out of contact, is safe and
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sound. It’s a trip that Gabriel would rather not make, given the bitter winter weather—and the
icy conditions that have always existed between him and Lolly. Arriving at Lolly’s home,
Gabriel spots strangers through the windows—one of them packing a weapon—and kicks into
combat mode. But once Lolly is rescued, the heat—and the hunt—are on. Snowbound,
unarmed, and literally under the gun, Gabriel and Lolly must depend on each other to endure
the merciless forces of nature and evade the ruthless enemy out in the blackness of the silent
night—and out for their blood.
When an exquisitely crafted, authentic imperial Faberge egg mysteriously shows up at Laurel
Swann's home studio, she knows it can only be from one person—her father, who has drifted
in and out of her life for as long as she can remember. But this time Jamie Swann leaves her
something too many people will kill for. Out of her league and desperate, Laurel is forced to
accept help from the very man who is trying to ensnare her father in his own web of double
crosses. Cruz Rowan can help her stay alive, but will he do the same for her father? Elizabeth
Lowell, writing as Ann Maxwell, deftly combines the nonstop action of a spy thriller with the
heart-pounding excitement of true love and adventure.
Twin sisters separated by the past are reunited by unspeakable crimes in New York Times
bestselling author Mary Burton's throat-clutching novel of suspense... Trauma victims are not
new to medical examiner Faith McIntyre, but this one is different. The unconscious woman
clinging to life after a hit and run is FBI agent Macy Crow. What the woman from Quantico was
doing in a dark alley after midnight is just one mystery. The other is more unsettling: Macy is
Faith's mirror image--the twin sister she never knew she had. Faith knew that she was
adopted, but now she's finding that her childhood concealed other secrets. Following the trail
of clues Macy left behind, Faith and Texas Ranger Mitchell Hayden make a shocking discovery
on an isolated country ranch--a burial ground for three women who disappeared thirty years
before. They weren't the only victims in a killer's twisted plot. And they won't be the last. As
the missing pieces of Faith's and Macy's dark lives snap into place, Faith is becoming more
terrified by what she sees--and by what she must do to save her sister and herself from the
past.
Had she finally met the man she longed for...or was she dreaming? Marlie Keen was trying to
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lead a quiet, ordinary life. She thought the knowing -- the clairvoyance that allowed her to
witness crimes as they happened -- had been destroyed in the nightmare of her past. Then
one night it returned with a vengeance, and she desperately needed to find someone to make
it stop. Detective Dane Hollister of the Orlando police department had never met anyone like
Marlie. He had doubts about her clairvoyance, but there was no doubt how much he desired
her. Her soft, sweet scent set his blood afire, and he wanted to wrap her in his arms and
chase the sadness from her eyes. To Marlie, Dane was all heat and hard muscle, and he made
her body come alive as it never had before. But not even she could foresee where their
passion would lead: a hungry quest for the elusive, dreamy ecstasies of love...and a
dangerous journey into the twisted mind of a madman who would threaten their happiness
and their lives....
A Novel
After Sundown
Veil of Night
Clover Moon
The Cape Doctor
A mysterious plane crash . . . a dangerous trek through the Idaho wilderness . . . a smoldering attraction . . . and a deadly
game of cat and mouse. In her latest tour de force of romantic suspense, New York Times bestselling author Linda Howard
blends these elements into a gripping story that will keep readers breathless–and leave them begging for more. For in
Linda Howard’s world, trust can be a weapon, a kiss can be a threat, and intimacy can be deadly. Bailey Wingate’s
scheming adult stepchildren are surprised when their father’s will leaves Bailey in control of their fortune, and war
ensues. A year later, while flying from Seattle to Denver in a small plane, Bailey nearly dies herself when the engine
sputters–and then fails. Cam Justice, her sexy Texan pilot, manages to crash-land the aircraft. Stranded in the wilderness,
and struggling to douse her feelings for the ruggedly handsome man by her side, Bailey begins to wonder whether this
was a mere accident. Who tampered with their plane? Who’s trying to reunite Bailey and her husband in the afterlife? Cut
off from the world, and with little hope of rescue, Bailey must trust her life–and heart–to Cam, as they battle the harsh
elements to find a way out of the unforgiving wilds and back to civilization . . . where a killer may be waiting to finish the
job. Sexy, suspenseful, and lightning fast, Up Close and Dangerous showcases a beloved author at her dazzling best.
Someone was trying to kill her - again. As a former cheerleader, Blair Mallory was accustomed to jealousy, but really,
you'd think people would get over it. Blair is immersed in her wedding plans when someone tries to run her over. Her
fiance, police lieutenant Wyatt Bloodsworth, thinks the episode was just an accident, but Blair knows the attempt was
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deliberate - and just the beginning...
New York Times bestselling author Linda Howard sets a tale of power, suspense, and passion in the savage New Mexico
Territory. Only true love could redeem.... Victoria Waverly, noble daughter of the war-ruined South, is sold in marriage to
a ruthless rancher. Honor and pride help her endure life as a wife in name only but nothing can quench her forbidden
desire for hired gunman Jake Roper. His gaze is hard, but tenderness he can't hide promises to unveil to Victoria the
mysteries of love. Only true love can destroy.... Jake curses his burning need for Victoria, for he wants nothing to stand in
the way of his drive to reclaim Sarratt's Kingdom -- the ranch that is his legacy and obsession. But ancient wrongs and
blazing passions will bind together the aristocratic beauty and the powerful cowboy. In a bloody land war, they will fight
for Jake's birthright...and seize at all costs the love that is their destiny.
USA Today Bestseller Danger brings together two guarded hearts in a battle for survival in this irresistible story from New
York Times bestselling authors Linda Howard and Linda Jones. Sela Gordon, the shy owner of a Tennessee general store,
finds safety in solitude. But if anyone can pierce her protective shell it’s the handsome, mysterious ex-military man living
alone in the wilds of Cove Mountain. For two years, he’s kept his distance—until the day he appears to warn her that a
catastrophic solar storm capable of taking down the power grid is coming. Now, Sela must find the courage to become the
leader Wears Valley needs. Bitter experience has taught Ben Jernigan it’s best to look out for number one. For two years
the former soldier has lived in a self-imposed exile, using a top-notch security system to keep people away. But he had to
let Sela know about the impending threat—and now the quiet and undeniably sexy woman is making it too easy for him to
lower his guard. As panic spreads, Sela and Ben discover that in the dark, cut off from the outside world, there’s no more
playing it safe—in life or in love.
Cut and Run
Now You See Her
Dying to Please
Whirlpool
Kill and Tell

Blair Mallory has already survived one murder attempt. Now, while planning her wedding and dealing with holiday-season madness,
Blair once again dodges a bullet. Or, more precisely, a Buick. And though the driver's identity remains a mystery, his or her murderous
intentions seemed all too clear to Blair. But Wyatt Bloodsworth, Blair's police detective groom-to-be, believes it was only an accident.
When she cheats death a second time in another seemingly innocent accident, Blair still can't convince Wyatt that someone wants to
kill her.
In 1985, a time capsule was buried in the front lawn of a small town courthouse, to be reopened in 2085. But just twenty years later, in
the middle of the night, the capsule is dug up and its contents stolen. And that same night, one of the contributors to the capsule is
brutally slain in his home - with no sign of forced entry or indication of a struggle. One by one, the other time capsule contributors are
also being targeted. Other than the sudden, mysterious appearance of the intriguing Nikita Stover, the local police have absolutely no
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leads. And while Nikita's no murderer, it's true she has plenty of secrets. With more at stake than anyone else realizes, the smarttalking Nikita is determined to catch this cunning killer while at the same time battling her own deepening feelings for a man and a
world in which she doesn't belong.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In this thrilling novel of romantic suspense, Linda Howard cordially invites us to an elaborate
wedding—one in which rings will never be exchanged, kisses will never be shared, and the bride will never see the light of day,
because a killer has been waiting under a VEIL OF NIGHT Jaclyn Wilde is a wedding planner who loves her job—usually. But helping
Carrie Edwards with her Big Day has been an unrelenting nightmare. Carrie is a bridezilla of mythic nastiness, yet the unpleasant task
at hand turns seriously criminal when Carrie is brutally murdered and everyone involved with the ceremony is accusing one another of
doing the deed. Assigned to the case, Detective Eric Wilder finds that there’s too much evidence pointing toward too many suspects.
Compounding his problems is Jaclyn, now a prime suspect, with whom he shared one deeply passionate night before Carrie’s death.
As the heat intensifies between Eric and Jaclyn, a cold-blooded murderer moves dangerously close. And this time the target is not a
bride but one particularly irresistible wedding planner, unaware of a killer’s vow. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Linda
Howard's Prey.
"Drop Dead Gorgeous is a visual book comprised of scientific and editorial illustrations of the Covid-19 virus sourced online during
April, May and June, 2020. This second edition which came out in January 2021, includes images of the vaccine promising hope for
the end of the pandemic. In the style of colorist painting, the book sequence reveals the tension between the seductive aesthetics of
the picture and its deadly pandemic effect. While scientific images transform into editorial illustrations, the book gains momentum
building a narrative toward a sci-fi ending. The second edition includes images of social inequities brought out by the pandemic and
the discovery of vaccines. Like photographs made of the Kennedy assassination, the Challenger disaster, and the terror of 9/11, the
iconic imagery of Covid-19 collected in Drop Dead Gorgeous is informed by a world wide visual lexicon specific to this
moment."--Colophon.
Up Close and Dangerous
Forensic artist Jenna Thompson returns to Nashville, where she helps Detective Rick Morgan identify
the remains of a young child that is linked to a recent spate of killings and to the brutal murder of her
family decades earlier.
Jina Modell works in Communications for a paramilitary organization, and she really likes it. She likes
the money, she likes the coolness factor—and it is very cool, even for Washington, D.C. She likes being
able to kick terrorist butts without ever leaving the climate-controlled comfort of the control room...
But when Jina displays a really high aptitude for spatial awareness and action, she’s reassigned to
work as an on-site drone operator in the field with one of the GO-Teams, an elite paramilitary unit.
The only problem is that she isn’t particularly athletic, to put it mildly, and in order to be fit for the
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field, she has to learn how to run and swim for miles, jump out of a plane, shoot a gun . . . or else
she’ll be out of a job. Team leader Levi, call sign Ace, doesn’t have much confidence in Jina—whom he
dubbed Babe as soon as he heard her raspy, sexy voice—making it through the rigors of training. The
last thing he needs is some tech geek holding them back from completing a dangerous, covert
operation. In the following months, however, no one is more surprised than he when Babe, who hates
to sweat, begins to thrive in her new environment, displaying a grit and courage that wins her the
admiration of her hardened, battle-worn teammates. What’s even more surprising is that the usually
very disciplined GO-Team leader can’t stop thinking about kissing her smart, stubborn mouth . . . or
the building chemistry and tension between them. Meanwhile, a powerful congresswoman is working
behind the scenes to destroy the GO-Teams, and a trap is set to ambush Levi’s squad in Syria. While
the rest of the operatives set off on their mission, Jina remains at the base to control the surveillance
drone, and the base is suddenly attacked with explosives. Thought dead by her comrades, Jina escapes
to the desert where, brutally tested beyond measure, she has to figure out how to stay undetected by
the enemy and make it to her crew before they’re exfiltrated from the country. But Levi never leaves a
soldier behind, especially the brave woman he’s fallen for. He’s bringing back the woman they left
behind, dead or alive.
"The Assault on Mount Everest, 1922" by C. G. Bruce. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes
a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and
non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need
to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability
for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
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